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HALLOWEEN
“EVAN, WAKE UP,” demanded the mother of Evan Jefferson. She was a strict caring mother who was beginning to grow
gray streaks. Ever since Mr. Jefferson passed away, Mrs. Jefferson had always seemed like a dim light. She had a smile
but it never seemed like a true one.
“Evan today is Halloween and if you don’t go to school you won’t hang out with your friends.” With that threat Evan
sprung out of bed still half asleep. He made his way towards his bathroom to get his day started and instead of walking
through the doorway he bumped his head onto the wall two feet away. Evan was 14 years old today and had brown
wavy hair. His eyes were green with a hint of yellow. Halloween was Evan’s favorite holiday. He wasn’t a fan of trick or
treating. Instead, Evan enjoyed everything but the candy. Evan loved the cool weather and the color changing leaves,
the scary eerie feeling he had walking down the street, the movie marathon’s that would begin to air and it also
happened to be his birthday. Once he had combed his hair, brushed his teeth, showered and dressed he went
downstairs to eat breakfast. On his way down he recognized the sweet smell of syrup and the sour feeling that orange
juice gave him and made his eyes slightly water. Evan ate his breakfast and was on his way to school. He had forgot his
prized gray beanie. Evan ran home and up the stairs to find it.

#
It was lunch and Evan was sitting with his friends in the cafeteria. “So I’m still bringing my Playstation over right Evan?”
said Dante, Evan’s closest friend. They had been friends since Kindergarten and now it’s their last year of middle school.
“So my mom got two copies of that new horror game. Do you know which one?” asked Evan.
“Oh yeah the one that came out like last week?” Dante had no clue what he Evan was talking about, but he did
remember seeing a trailer for a new horror game that dropped last week.
“Yeah, yeah that one.” Evan was excited that Dante knew which game. “My mom got two copies so we could play
together. Instead of getting brand new ones she got them for free from this guy who apparently added secret
unreleased files in for us.” Evan had always liked horror games.
“Let’s play at night so it’s spookier ooooo,” Dante said this with sarcasm since he didn’t believe horror games were
actually scary, “We’re still playing other games too right? I’ve gotta get better at shooting games you know?”
#
After school both boys had gone to Dante’s house to get his Playstation and a fog machine. Dante’s house was only a
half mile away from Evan’s house so they just walked over. It was around 4:30 when they made it back to Evan’s house.
Evan had to set up Dante’s console in the living room since Evan’s was already in his room.
“Good taste is hard. Cooking is easy. That’s why you order takeout.” Dante was reading a pizzeria flyer that was attached
to the Jefferson’s fridge. “Hey Evan, why do you guys still have this flyer on your fridge? Isn’t it like 6 years old?”
“Coupons are coupons dude.” Evan felt a bit ashamed but for some odd reason pride had also filled him. “Let me call my
mom and ask her where she left the copies so we could start playing.”
“No call her later let’s play some Call to Arms.” Dante didn’t want to admit he was truly scared of playing the new horror
game.
#
Later on when it was dark out Evan didn’t want to wait anymore and was ready to play. “My mom said the copies were
in her room. I’m gonna go get them real quick.” As Evan went to go get the copies he found two pairs of VR’s.
“Dante apparently my mom got two pairs of VR headsets with the game too.” Dante was not excited over the news that
Evan had just given him. Evan walked into the living room and handed one of the discs and one of the pairs of the VR
headsets. Evan then went to his room to set up the game and the VR headset.

#/3
“BRO these graphics are so clear for a VR headset. It’s like I’m IN the game.” Evan was so glad his mom had got two
copies of the game for him. There was one thing the guy that sold the copies to Mrs. Jefferson didn’t say. He never
explained that these headsets were unique. He never explained that these headsets sucked the consciousness of the
player into the game. In the real world, Dante and Evan’s bodies were laying there. The bodies were almost soulless. The
boys hadn’t realized that they were trapped in the game. They continued on playing the game.
“I’m pretty sure the only to win this game is by turning on the power to kill the monster-hunter-dude.” Evan had
researched this game for the past week so his knowledge on the game was pretty accurate.
“Dude this seems TOO real, don’t you think?” Dante was already second guessing himself. “I can literally look down and
see the rest of my character’s body.”
“This game is totally a third person point of view game.” Evan had said this sarcastically because Dante knew it was
really a first person point of view game. “The VR even emphasizes it.”
“No I swear I can FEEL this body as if it were my body.” Dante was terrified. In the real world he’d be sweating an ocean.
“Look come here and touch my arm.” Evan now realized what Dante was talking about. They were sucked into the game.
“Just take off our headsets,” Evan didn’t want to believe what was happening but when he went to remove the headset
all he felt was ‘his’ head. Evan sat up against the base of a tree and pressed on his ears. He felt dizzy and frightened.
A bell that looked to be 300 yards away began to ring. Evan knew exactly what that meant. The monster was out. Fear
was settling in and both of the boys’ bones were ice cold.
“Dante there are switches across the field or wherever we are and we have to flip them in a certain way.” Evan was
giving commands to Dante because he knew how to win the game.
“What’s the certain way?” Dante was questioning Evan because he did not know what ‘certain way’ it was.
“Um…um…um it has to be something important to our characters. In this case it happens to be us.” Once they found
where one of the switches should have been the boys realized this was going to be close to impossible. Once you hit the
first switch a timer started. The timer would start from 9 minutes and tick down. The switches weren’t normal switches
either. These had 2 letters on them. One for the switch being flipped up or down. Behind the boys a rustling of the grass
startled them. When they turned the monster was out about 25 yards away from them. It was about 7 ft tall but it was
part ghost. It had no legs. There was not an entire face but more of a head that had a chunk missing. It seemed to be
wielding a scythe that was almost as long as the monster itself. The body of the monster was mostly ghost but chains
hung around it. The monster lunged at the boys.
#
In the real world, the bodies of the boys were slowly fading away into the wind. The games and the VR headsets were
fading with them. Everyone’s memory of the boys faded away and into the wind. The wind around the Jefferson’s house
had a purple tint to it like the monster from the video game. Out the back of the house a trail of purple wind was left
behind.
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Pandora’s Twisted End
Aiko is walking down an alley from work because it is the
shortcut she has always used to walk to her home and it’s a very lonely
road; never once has she ever encountered more than three people in
this alley. But this day was different, because she was walking and a
man had caught her attention. She looked at him then down at the floor
and he approached Aiko.
As he speaks he is shaking violently and breathing heavily. He
tells her while handing a black leather box to her: “Take box. No open.
Keep safe.” Then he runs away.
Confused, she continues walking home. Thinking about what had
happened, she is still shook and baffled by what the man had said. She
holds the box close to her chest as she approaches her apartment.
Upon entering her home, she finds her husband sitting on the
couch with a cup of green tea. His tie is loose around his neck
extending down to his lower abdomen. He turns to look at her and eyes
the box. “Box? For?” Aiko explains to him what had happened with the
old man and the cryptic message.
Later that night Aiko and her husband had are getting ready for
bed and as Aiko brushes her teeth slowly her eyes are focused on the
sleek black leather that sits in the closet just above the shoes. As I walk
across the cold floor to my bed as Hikari lays asleep peacefully in bed.
The next day my husband heads to work and I stare at the box once
again I lift myself up and crawl over to the box and I trace the opening
to the box and I feel the urge to open it, I lift the top and nothing is
inside I was made fool of ten minutes pass and I’m scrolling through
the channels trying to get rid of my boredom the phone rings and I’m
hit with unbearable news “Hikari has been killed with a cord tied
around his neck and stab marks near his chest puncturing his lung, I’m
sorry Mrs. Nakamura” I broke down in tears.
I look back to the box... but it is no longer there.
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DARK
Scene One
(Jessi is walking in a neighborhood on his phone when he is stopped by a light post)
Jessi: OW! What the heck…. Where did this come from?
(Kaylin walked out of a house)
Kaylin: Foot: A device for finding furniture in the dark. Watch were your goin’ next time. You shouldn’t
text and walk. You can run into things, and you did.
Jessi: *sarcastically* Ha ha. Very funny. Why haven’t you been answering your phone? You haven’t
been at school for a week and I tried coming over but you weren’t home. I was worried about you.
Kaylin: Sorry. I went on vacation and left my phone on my bed. But on our way back home, my dad
drove me and my mom through the woods. He claimed it was a shortcut. Anyway, on our way back, I
saw this abandoned hut and was I goin’ to explore it before it got dark. Wanna come?
Jessi: Sure. My mom’s working late tonight anyway.
Kaylin: Cool. Let me get my pack.
(Kaylin goes inside and grabs her backpack and a flashlight by the door)
Kaylin: (Yells in the house) MOM, IM GOIN’ OUT! I’LL BE BACK BEFORE DARK! LOVE YOU!
(Kaylin closes the door and meets up with Jessi on the sidewalk)
Kaylin: Ready?
Jessi: Can’t wait.
Kaylin: Perfect! Let’s get a move on pal!
Scene Two
(Kaylin and Jessi are in the woods walking)
Jessi: What you got in that pack?
Kaylin: Just some food and water. You know, things growin’ teens like us need. Oh! Almost forgot! Here
you go sir.
(Kaylin hands Jessi a flashlight)
Jessi: What do I need this for?
Kaylin: Where we are going, there are no windows. Just a door and some walls.
Jessi: Cool.
(The two push some leaves form an overgrown tree out of their face. Behind the leaves was an eerie
looking house with no windows.)
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Kaylin: There it is!
Jessi: Wow! That’s bigger than I expected. You said a hut. This is a family home with no windows and a
huge lock on the door.
Kaylin: What? Are you chicken?
Jessi: No. It’s just not what I imagined.
Kaylin: Come on. I’ll be with you the whole time. No need to worry.
Scene Three
(Kaylin pulls large wire cutters from her bag and cuts the chain on the door. The door opens a crack.
Kaylin pulled the door open with a creek and walks in. Jessi follows)
Jessi: Whoa! It smells like mold, rotting wood, and death!
Kaylin: Have you never been in an old house? That’s basically what it is. Death!
(Jessi tries flashlight and it doesn’t turn on)
Jessi: *sarcastically* Wow! Thanks for the flashlight that really works.
Kaylin: What? I just put in new batteries.
(Kaylin takes out her flashlight it doesn’t work either)
Kaylin: What the heck?! Gimme a sec.
(Kaylin opens battery compartment and saw there were no batteries, Jessi does the same)
Kaylin: Well, bummer. I guess we gotta go back.
Jessi: We came all this way. Do we really wanna ruin this adventure?
Kaylin: Not really….. Hang on.
(Kaylin takes off her pack and crouches. She digs through the bag)
Jessi: What are yo….
Kaylin: Found them!
(Kaylin pulls out a small box of matches. As soon as she does, the front door slams behind them)
Kaylin/Jessi: AHH!!
(Both jump in fright. The box of matches falls)
Kaylin: WHAT THE HECK JESSI?!
Jessi: I DIDN’T DO IT!
Kaylin: THEN WHO DID?!
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Anonymous: *whispers* Stop screaming in my house.
(Kaylin and Jessi stop searching for the matches and then try to open the door behind them. The door
doesn’t open and the two start banging and kicking on the door)
Jessi: IT WON’T OPEN!!
Kaylin: I KNOW!!
Jessi: WHAT DO WE DO?!
Kaylin: I DON’T KN—
(Kaylin is pulled further in the darkness as she screams away)
Kaylin: HELP ME!! AHH!!
(Kaylin’s voice fades away into the house and Jessi is now alone)
Jessi: KAYLIN!!!
(Jessi takes a deep breath)
Jessi: *shivers/whispers* okay…
(Jessi tries his phone but it is dead. Jessi gets on the ground, finds matches, lights one and begins
walking in the house.)
Scene Four
(Jessi is walking in the house and runs into a large object, he drops the match and the house goes dark
yet again)
Jessi: *Loudly whispers* Shoot.
(Jessi lights another match to see a little girl right in front of him. Jessi yells and drops the match again.
He lights another and the girl is gone.)
Jessi: What the hell?
(The silent air is filled with the sound of a giggling girl and Jessi could hear fast loud footsteps running
towards him. Jessi braces for impact put is pushed on the ground by cold air blowing out the match
and the house is quite)
Kaylin: (in another room) Jessi? Help me please! Jessi are yo—
(Kaylin screams and Jessi is left alone in the dark and silence)
Jessi: *Shaking* Oh my god. What is this place?
(Jessi feels around on the ground for the matches but is unsuccessful. He repeats the words of his
friend.)
Jessi: Foot: A device for finding furniture in the dark. *Gets up and shivers* Okay. I got this.
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(Jessi starts walking and feels around with his foot. He calls out for his friend.)
Jessi: *loud whispers* Kaylin? You there? Call out if you hear me.
Anonymous: She can’t hear you.
(Jessi turns around and runs back to the door. Jessi bangs on the door for help)
Jessi: HELP ME! GET ME OUT! I DON’T WANT TO DIE!
(Jessi is suddenly pulled back into the dark by a cold hand of a person.)
Scene Five
(Jessi yells, grabbing at anything he can feel in the house to break free but is unsuccessful. Jessi is taken
into another room with a small light. Jessi can see a small figure of a person who is tied up.)
Jessi: Kaylin?! Is that you?
Kaylin: *Muffled noises*
Jessi: What do you want from us? (Jessi askes the cold person)
Anonymous: (Strong southern accent) for youngn’s like you to feel what it’s like to live in the dark. I
have been in the dark for about 137 years. Alone with my daughter. You two were dumb enough to
walk right in. By doing that, you have volunteered to come live with us for the rest of time.
Jessi: What do you mean?
Anonymous: Jenny, why don’t you get our new family members comfortable?
Little girl: Yes father. It would be my pleasure.
The End

Bullying is Cruel, So Don’t Act Like a Fool
The odor of sweat and bleach filled the hallways as Liam was walking through the black door. He
walked through and saw all his peers that he would spend the rest of his year with, as he was walking
toward the door that led to the courtyard he hears a loud laugh that was coming from his right side near
the lockers. It was Noah Vermont; he was the jock of the school. He was captain of the school’s football
team, every teacher adored him, and of course, he was dating the captain of the cheerleading team, also
known as Cher Woods. The reason he was laughing hysterically was because he was laughing at the
“nerds”, who were sitting in a table playing video games. Liam keeps walking toward the door, when he
notices that Noah is coming toward him with the rest of his football team. He keeps walking and then
Noah says “Wow, wow, wow, not so fast! Where are you going?”
“To the courtyard.”
“Why don’t you come hang out with us.”
“Really?”
“No, you’re a dork how could you every think that you could come hang out with us.”
“Because you just said so.”
“Are you trying to play smart with me?”
“No”, Liam blurts. Noah then pushes Liam. Liam tries to walk away, but then Noah pushes him to
the floor and all his football friends start to kick him, until Noah says stop. Everyone was staring at him
after, and they did not do anything when Noah was kicking Liam.
Liam went home and quickly went to his room, so his mom would not see him. He did not want
dinner when his mother asked him. The next few days he kept his head down not trying to cause any
trouble. Noah had not bothered him, so Liam thought that he forgot about him, and that he would leave
him alone. The next month Liam was walking to his locker to get his belongings for the beginning of
school, and then he sees Noah talking to Cher. He looks at her and then right when they were about to
kiss the bell rang signifying that it was time to go to your locker. They parted ways, Cher goes toward her
locker. Noah goes toward Liam and he puts his head down praying that he will not see him. Noah looks
toward Liam and is curious who is putting their head down. Liam tries to walk faster, but Noah catches up
to him and lifts up his hair and sees that it is Liam. “Well, well, well, look what we have here”, says Noah.
Everyone starts to look toward them. Liam tries to get through Noah, but Noah blocks his way. “We never
got to finish what we started,” reminds Noah.
“Yes, we did, you won,” Liam says.
“No it was not a fair fight,” Noah says.
“Well I don’t want to fight,” Liam says.
“Why because you know that you are going to lose,” Noah says. Noah starts to push Liam lightly.
Liam doesn’t do anything. Noah starts to push Liam harder, and then Liam gets frustrated with Noah, so
he tries to punch him, and he misses. Noah then says, “Oh, it’s on.” Noah punches Liam and he doesn’t
miss and Liam tries to defend himself but he can’t. Noah keeps on hitting Noah and then you see Liam
bleeding on his face, but everyone watches, but doesn’t do anything to help him. Noah gets really mad
that he pushes Liam to the wall and Liam get hit in the head. The next thing you know Liam is on the floor
unconscious.
Then Ms. Smith, a science teacher, sees Noah still hitting him and pushes him off. Ms. Smith
calls the ambulance and they take Liam to the hospital. Liam’s mom come to the hospital and starts to

yell at Ms. Smith and asking her what had happened. Ms. Smith tries to explain to her that another
student was bullying her son, and while the mother is trying to process this, she thinks to see if anything
was different about him, and she never even knew anything was wrong. She begins to cry profoundly.
The doctor comes back and explains what was wrong with her son. The doctor said that he got severely
hit in the head and that he damaged a part of his brain and that they needed to do surgery to fix it. Liam’s
mom starts to cry even more and signs the papers to have the surgery for him. They begin to prepare him
for the surgery.
The mom is in the waiting room for two hours waiting for any news, when the doctor comes
through the big blue doors with two other doctors. The doctor explains that there was a complication
during surgery and that they tried everything they could to save him. Liam mom start to scream at the
doctor saying how could you have let him die. She begins to cry, and cry, and cry.
By the time she is done crying it the doctors says that they would escort her out. She goes home
and thinks about how could have this happened? How could have her son been bullied and no one knew
about it happening? How could have no student said anything? Why didn’t the kids do something when
they saw him being hurt? Why didn’t the act instead of just looking?

When All the World’s Problems are Solved, is Optimism Still Necessary?
Word Count: 739
“Man often becomes what he believes himself to be. If I keep on saying to myself that I cannot
do a certain thing, it is possible that I may end by really becoming incapable of doing it. On the contrary,
if I have to believe that I can do it, I shall surely acquire the capacity to do it even if I may not have it at
the beginning.” These are the words of Mahatma Gandhi. What Gandhi is trying to say is that you are
only what you believe you are. Optimism is the act of being hopeful and confident in the future, by
subscribing to the brighter side of life. Even if all of the world’s problems are solved—prejudices,
suicide—would we still need optimism? Without optimism, our ancestors might never have ventured
far from their tribes and we might all be cave dwellers, still huddled together and dreaming of light and
heat. Optimism is needed to transform the world, to keep it changing and improving constantly,
producing the finest world.
Notably, the world’s main problems all started because of false preconceptions. Racism started
because humanity throughout generations of civilization has not been sanguine about the future, with
disbelief of diversity. People have been treated unjustly and deprived of their basic human rights and
needs throughout centuries—from slavery to the inability to vote—and it all falls into prejudice. Sexism
has also been a predicament of situations with women and men defiant to stereotypes of misogyny and
misandry—“women can only cook and clean” or “men are the only ones who can have jobs and lift
cumbersome objects.” These are all examples of how egalitarianism has not been present in this
modern day world, but if the problem was solved, we would need to continue to acknowledge
optimism, maintaining the stability of equality. It is all an indoctrination basing someone’s worth and
abilities off misguided beliefs. People need to be hopeful and confident in who they are. Optimism can
bring citizens to harmony, and to abandon optimism would invite back the problems. Optimism not
only allows us to rise above prejudices, but it will also be needed to help address a rather peaceful
world.
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Certainly, we would definitely still need optimism based on one of the most concerning topics
right now—suicide and other forms of self-harm. Students, teachers, adults, and teenagers alike are
being bullied. In 2017, 47,173 Americans died by suicide, while there were 1,300,000 estimated suicide
attempts. Suicide is also the 10th cause of death in the United States (asfp.org). I can relate to this topic,
having a friend who used self-harm, and just the sight of it had been appalling. He had almost given up
on life, and he felt so alone. He came to me about it and I explained everything life really is, what it is to
be alive. I still remember that I balled until my eyes burned and my cheeks were flaming, because one
day over the phone he said “Goodbye,” with no further explanation, and hung up. During his absence,
through messaging, I conveyed all he is how he deserves this life, which led him to finally contacting me
later with no explanations. Later, he told me he did not end it because I showed him the importance of
his existence, and I also cared enough to respond to his messages when no one else paid much
attention. Optimism helps in all areas to help people b encouraged to have more hope; even just a
smile can help someone to be more optimistic, changing their mood, mindset, et cetera. Words of
encouragement may stick with someone for a lifetime, such as the most basic one: seeing the glass half
full instead of half empty. You have to learn to face and live with the present moment. The present
moment that you are in right now. The moment present that is guaranteed to you.
In short—yes—optimism will still be needed. If all the problems of prejudices and torment are
solved, we would still need optimism through acts of positivity and kindness to people in this everyday
ordinary negative world. Optimism is essential to keep the affairs of this world on a positive track.
Optimism cannot be vanquished. The words of Bernard Williams: “There was never a night or a problem
that could defeat sunrise or hope.” Hope is the most powerful thought you can have.

“LDM”
As I walk several miles in the snow
I think of you and how much you appreciated me
You appreciated me for me
And only me
You showed care and love
For me.

Even I walking through the massive amount of snow
With my hair a mess
And my coat unzipped
I’m thinking of how much you
Love me for who I am
Not what I look like.

“ML”
I want you to know one thing
If little by little you stop loving me
I shall stop loving you little
By little.

If suddenly you forget me
Do not look for me
For I shall already have
Forgotten you.

“Roses”
Roses are red and violets are blue
My heart is dead cause of you.
I’m such a fool to ever love you
I’m doubtful because of you
But now I’m happy I’ve forgotten
About you.

